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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1^.1^ Motivation for Research in
Opt i c a l~Compu t i ng
Conventional computers are being confronted by communi
cations bottlenecks at the architecture level, the module
level and even the chip level {1}.
At the architectural level a conventional computer suffers from the well known Von Neumann bottleneck. In a Von
Neumann machine the Central Processing Unit (CPU) accesses
the memory through a binary addressing unit and memory contents are returned to the CPU through a single line or at
most a small number of lines. This sériai addressing of memory results in a trade-off of time (increased) for interconnection complexity (decreased). The eventual limitation on
computàtion speed is known as the Von Neumann bottleneck.
Similar communications bottlenecks also exist at other levels in the computer hierarchy.
Most conventional computers are organized around a bus
structure.

This organization is adopted because of the

impracticality of interconnecting M modules with M^ wide
interconnections. This trade-off of time for decreased
interconnections again results in sequential,

address-oriented communication. Another bottleneck occurs at
the chip level where a binary encoding scheme is used to reduce the number of pins needed by a memory chip.
Ail thèse bottlenecks stem from the inability to communicate a large number of channels of information in parallel. One of the advantages of optics is its ability to communicate in parallel without interférence between channels
and the parallelism of optics offers a possible mechanism to
approach thèse problems.

Thus there has been considérable

research on optical processing Systems that will perform
arithmetic and logic opérations using light as the information carrying médium.
Optical Computing is defined as "the use of optical
Systems to perform numerical computations on one-dimensional
or multi-dimensional data that are generally not images"{2}.
Since the concept of building a computer that calculâtes with light rather than with électrons emerged a décade
ago, interest in optical Computing has peaked and ebbed several times. Now, however, optical Computing is turning
quickly into a serious research effort at several laboratories {3}. AT&T Bell Laboratories is forging ahead with the
first concerted effort to build a programmable digital
computer using optical components. The optical Computing
effort at AT&T is an outgrowth of the fiber optics-driven

technology boom in télécommunications, and is concentrated
on optically sensitive semiconductor devices built from Gallium arsenide (GaAs).
Optical Computing is seen as ultimately offering orders-of-magnitude gains in processing speed. Not only does
it offer the advantage of potentially massive

parallelism,

the ability to simultaneously process large arrays of information,,but it has the added advantage that computer components need no physical hookups—light provides the wiring in
free space.
Conventional digital logic relies on either the rising
or failing edge of a puise. As the cycle time shrinks the
bandwidth needed to préserve thèse edges increases. As a resuit terminated coaxial interconnections are necessary on
processors such as the AMDAHL 470 and the CRAY I. Thèse connections tend to be quite bulky and awkward.
There is a related problem with clock skew. This problem occurs when différent signais arrive at a logic gâte at
différent times.

The potential absence of an overlap (con-

current inputs) may cause the gâte to generate a spurious
output. The problem is due to pulsewidths and to both the
length and the différence in lengths of the gâte input
connections.The maximum length of an interconnection
effectively limits the period of the clock signal. The

shorter the period the shorter the interconnections must be
(the maximum length of an interconnection in the CRAY I is 6
inches). The pulsewidth also limits the maximum différence
in the length of interconnections to a given logic gâte.
Optical computers hâve potential clock rates in the Gigahertz range. Today's typical minicomputer, such as Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAX-11/780, runs approximately 1 million
instructions per second. Optically bistable devices can
switch in the picosecond (10"12sec) range (researchers hope
to achieve switching speeds of femtoseconds (10~-^^sec) ), and
bistable optical device-based computers should be able to
assume an advantage of a few orders-of-magnitude in processing speed over electronics. Bistable devices today are however prohibitively power consuming, requiring milliwatts to
switch.
Photons do not interact with photons and the photon to
électron conversions at the gâtes and at the optics-electronics interfaces at the input
the System considerably.

and the output slow down

Such practical difficulties hâve

led many researchers to considèr optical Computing to be a
niche technology. This view foresees a hybrid approach.
Optical arrays would be developed for image processing and
number crunching (especially linear algebra). Thèse would
then be hooked into an electronic System as coprocessors in

a multiprocessing

environment. Optical interconnects would

also be developed and integrated into the System to enhance
the overall System performance.

1..2 Past Work and Problem Statement
"Since the late 1930's optics has gradually developed
stronger ties with the communication and information sciences of electrical engineering" {4}. The mathematical techniques of frequency analysis developed for communication
Systems were applied to analyze optical imaging Systems and
then to synthesize desired System transfer functions. The
Fourier Transform relationship which exists between the
light amplitude distributions at the front and back focal
planes of a lens is frequently utilized for both spatial
filtering and optical information processing. Since in an
optical System two independent spatial variables are available, such a System can handle 2-D opérations such as convolution, crosscorrelation, autocorrélation etc. without having to resort to scanning. Important advances hâve been
achieved by the application of Fourier synthesis techniques—the Zernike phase contrast microscope, optical
matched filters, various contrast-enhancement techniques,
optical character récognition and optical processing of
synthetic aperture radar data.
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Meanwhile advances in digital electronic signal
processing, such as the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm,
gave a

blow to optical information processing because it

had the advantage of being performed in real-time. Electronic Computing power had become cheaper and more powerful. Besides, optical Systems, being analog in nature,

suffered

from the inhérent inaccuracies of such Systems.

Thèse de-

velopments in electronic digital signal processing hâve encouraged the development of optical digital processors {5}.
Optical processors based on residue arithmetic were
among the first numerical techniques

to be investigated

{6,7,8} because of the parallel arithmetic computational
properties of residue arithmetic.

In residue arithmetic

there are no "carries" involved in arithmetic opérations
such as addition, subtraction or multiplication. Mappings
from a set of input residue values onto itself can be found
that allow opérations such as (1) conversion of a conventional number to residue form; (2) addition; (3) subtraction; (4) multiplication; (5) polynomial transformation; and
(6) conversion from a residue représentation to a conventional number System. Using the spatial position of a light
beam to represent residue numbers, various optical
implementations of such mappings were described by A. Huang
et al. {6}. Among other drawbacks, however, thèse processors

suffered from the delay involved in converting from a
residue System to a conventional number System, since this
delay negated most of the time saved in avoiding carries.
Truth-table look-up optical processors hâve been suggested by C. C. Guest and T. K. Gaylord {9}. Thèse processors operate by comparing the inputs to the System with
stored référence patterns. Detected matches cause the proper
outputs to be logical ones. Output bits for which no match
is detected are logical zeroes. Thus logical expressions relating the binary inputs to the binary outputs are directly
implemented. Any digital opération that can be represented
by a truth-table can be produced. The référence patterns are
holographically stored and fixed in a thick recording médium
such as an electrooptic crystal. Truth-table look-up processors using direct binary and binary-coded residue représentations (which require fewer référence patterns) were also
discussed.
Advances in digital optical processing hâve been continuing on two levels--architectures for optically performing digital opérations, and components relying on the phenomenon of optical bistability, as well as other types of
spatial light modulators. The major Systems level interest
has centered on matrix manipulations from linear algebra.
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Matrix opérations require many separate calculât ions,
many of which are independent of each other and hence could
be performed simultaneously in parallel. To overcome the inhérent limits of the usual sériai architecture of conventional electronic computers, electronic computer developers
started studying parallel processing techniques. A promising
concept that emerged is that of the systolic array, involving a number of processors linked together in parallel.

An

optical version of the systolic array was first proposed by
H. J. Caulfield, W. T. Rhodes, M. J. Foster and S. Horwitz
in 1981 {10}.
The main characteristic of the systolic architectures
is that the input data propagates in a pulsating fashion
through a 1-D or 2-D array of processing éléments where computàtion is performed on the data currently présent. The
systolic array processor proposed in {10} uses acousto-optic
processing

techniques. It is "N-parallel"(i.e., out of N

multiplications required for multiplying two N X N matrices
it performs N of the multiplications in parallel {14}.)
"N^ parallel" systolic processors hâve also been proposed. The two designs utilizing this architecture that hâve
been investigated for optical implementation are (a)
Hexagonal systolic array processors and (b) Square array
engagement processors {14}. In the Hexagonal systolic array

processor, consisting of a 2-D array of processing éléments
arranged in a hexagonal geometry, the input matrices are fed
along their diagonals and the output matrix émerges along
the diagonal of the systolic array. The proposed optical implementation is based on the use of multichannel acousto-optic Bragg cells and 2-D CCD arrays {10}. The square array
engagement processor has the processing éléments arranged in
a square array while the input matrices are fed in a skewed
fashion. The détecter éléments are read out along the cross
diagonal. The implementation of this design was proposed using a CCD-addressed 2-D liquid crystal light valve.
Fiber-optic processors hâve also been proposed for implementing systolic matrix-vector multiplication {11,12}.
Single mode fibers and directional couplers are used in this
System. An electrooptic engagement array processor was proposed by Bocker {13}.
A survey of the différent optical processors that hâve
been proposed for matrix opérations is presented by Athale
{14}. Processors hâve been classified as being of the outerproduct type or the inner-product type depending on which
multiplications are done in parallel. The outer-product
processors suggested by Athale and Collins {15} can be
implemented using either E-0 or A-0 modulators.
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An electrooptical processor using color-multiplexing
was described by Psaltis and Casasent {16}. The processor is
itérative and can be used to solve simultaneous linear équations using itérative feedback.

Color-multiplexing makes it

possible to handle both complex vectors and matrices.
A processor based on the use of a lenslet array was reported by Glaser {17}. It performs gênerai 2-D linear transformations on discrète data using incohérent light.
The inputs to the processors referenced above hâve been
analog in nature.

Hence the accuracy is limited by the lin-

ear dynamic range of the devices used. The Systems described
hâve a dynamic range of 30-40 dB, which translates into 9-11
bits of accuracy. Analog data is also more susceptible to
noise than digital data. This is the main reason electronic
computers normally use binary arithmetic. Since the late
seventies researchers hâve been working on optical Boolean
processors which will operate on binary data {21,22,23}.
An optical parallel logic (OPAL) device was proposed in
1979 {18}. This device consists of a photoconductor (CdS)
and an electrooptic light modulating material (twisted nematic liquid crystals) appropriately arranged to bring about
interaction between input signais.

Digital gâtes were built

using this device and an optical implementation of a
half-adder circuit using OPAL devices was presented.
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A lensless processor based on a shadow casting System
using incohérent light from an LED array was recently proposed by J. Tanida and Y. Ichioka {19}. It is capable of implementing logic gâtes in parallel. It does not require a
Spatial Light Modulator.
A processor for performing multiplication by optical
convolution was proposed by Psaltis et al.

in an effort to

improve the accuracy of optical processors {20}. Two coding
schemes were considered—one using residue arithmetic and
the other using binary arithmetic.

The architecture pro-

posed used A-0 devices for 2-D convolution.
In 1981 M. T. Fatehi et al.

implemented optical logic

gâtes using the Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve (LCLV)
{21}. They realized ail the sixteen combinatorial logic
functions on two binary variables, some as bright-true logic
and others as dark-true logic. A technique for constructing
an array of n-bit parallel adders was presented. They followed this work up in 1983 by demonstrating the implementation of optical flip-flops {22}. They also discussed schemes
for constructing optical sequential circuits.
In 1984, at Texas Tech University, N. Patkar proposed a
System for real-time binary multiplication using the Hughes
LCLV {23}. He used a two-bits-at-a-time approach for the
logical AND opération and used three colors and the dark
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state to represent the four states possible with two bits.
To convert the mixed binary resuit to binary form he suggested a System using two LCLVs which used feedback. This
architecture was not utilizing the parallelism of optics to
the fullest extent possible, since
1.

It used a two-bits-at-a-time approach.

2.

It used feedback to convert from a mixed-binary to a
binary format, thus requiring several passes through
the LCLV, making it essentially of the ripple-carry
type and consequently slow.

1^.2 Organization of the Thesis
The ability of an architecture to simultaneously process data is useful in information processing tasks where a
number of similar opérations which are not dépendent in a
sequential manner hâve to be performed. Pipelined processors, array processors and multiprocessor Systems are architectural classes of digital electronic Computing Systems capable of simultaneous/concurrent processing. The inhérent
parallelism of optical processing Systems makes them ideally
suited to such tasks as, for example, matrix algebra.
Multiplication and addition are opérations essential to
matrix algebra. Optical techniques for real-time binary
multiplication are investigated in this research.
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In this research an optical System for performing
binary multiplication is investigated whose architecture
would utilize the advantages of optics to the fullest extent
possible. Such a System would ideally
1.

Operate in real time.

2.

Form ALL the partial products in parallel.

3.

Avoid the need for the "shift" opération.

4.

Overcome the problem of propagation of carries by
some method other than residue arithmetic, so that it
does not suffer from the limitations of residue
arithmetic.

5.

Preferably use no feedback.

6.

Keep the number of intensity levels down to a minimum
to maintain high noise immunity and accuracy.

7.

Hâve low dynamic range requirements on the devices.

8.

Hâve a low power requirement.

The System proposed for performing optical real-time
binary multiplication is presented in Chapter 2 and its novel features are discussed. The parallel opérations capability of optical processors is utilized to form ail of the partial products simultaneously. The bit-products are then
regrouped diagonally to avoid the need for "shifting" the
partial products. The new binary words so formed are then
successively added in pairs to obtain the final product. An
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optical carry look-ahead adder has been designed to generate
ail the carries simultaneously, thereby avoiding the delay
involved in the sériai propagation of the carry from the
least significant bit to the most significant bit. Carry
propagation is handled entirely optically, offering a better
solution to the problem of carry-ripple delay than the earlier approach of using residue arithmetic. The number of
distinguishable intensity levels is restricted to three,
thus preserving the noise immunity and high accuracy characteristics of digital Systems.
The optical switching device used for the logic opérations is the Hughes Model H-4060 Liquid Crystal Light Valve.
Chapter 3 reviews the working of this device. It présents
results from proof-of-principle experiments

performed to

(a) form the array of ail partial products and (b) generate
ail the carries simultaneously. Intensity considérations in
an actual implementation of the System are also discussed.
Possible extensions of the System are considered in
Chapter 4. The optical carry look-ahead adder can be modified to perform binary subtraction. Space-sharing of the
LCLVs results in an array of multipliers which can be
developed into a System for performing matrix-vector
multiplication. The possibility of constructing such a
System, and its use in a multiprocessing environment are
explored in this chapter.
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Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a discussion of the
advantages and limitations of the System, and a discussion
of possible directions for future research.

CHAPTER II
SYSTEM THEORY

£._! Basic Scheme
It is assumed that both the multiplicand and the multi
plier are available in binary form. The "0" state and the
"1" state are represented by a low intensity (dark) level
and a high intensity (bright) level respectively. When two
high intensity levels are summed, as for example by a cylindrical lens, a higher intensity level (twice the intensity
of a "1") is obtained, which we refer to as the "2" state.
Multiplication is performed using the following three
steps:
1.

forming the array of ail partial products simultaneously;

2.

optical regrouping of the bit-products taken diagonally to form new binary words;

3.

addition of thèse words using optical carry look-ahead adders to obtain the final product.
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2.2 Forming the Partial Products
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the multiplier bits (introduced
into the System by means of optical fibers or by LEDs) are
imaged onto the "WRITE" side of a Hughes Model H-4060 Liquid
Crystal Light Valve (LCLV) in vertical bar patterns using a
cylindrical lens.

The multiplicand bits are similarly im-

aged onto the "READ" side in horizontal bar-shaped patterns
through a polarizing beam splitter.

A polarizer and an or-

dinary beam splitter may also be used. After reflection from
the "READ" side the beams pass through an analyzer.

The an-

alyzer is crossed (rotated by 90 degrees) with respect to
the polarizing beam splitter or polarizer. Therefore it
passes light only at those positions where the présence of
the "WRITE" side beams has caused a rotation in the plane of
polarization by 90 degrees.
dark,

If the "WRITE" side beam is

i.e., the multiplier bit is "0", then there is no ro-

tation in the plane of polarization of the "READ" beam and
hence the output is dark or "0". If the "WRITE" side beam is
bright, i.e., the multiplier bit is "1", and the "READ" side
beam is bright, i.e., the multiplicand bit is "1", then the
plane of polarization of the "READ" side beam is rotated by
90 degrees and it passes through the analyzer producing a
bright output or logical "1". If the "READ" side beam is
dark the output is obviously "0". Thus we see that the
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output is "1" only when both the multiplier and the
multiplicand bits are "1". The resuit is that an AND opération is performed on the multiplier and multiplicand bits
producing the array of ail partial products as indicated in
Fig. 2.1(a).

2»2 Regrouping of Bit-products
The bit-products are now regrouped diagonally as shown
in Fig. 2.1(b) to form N new binary words from the N partial
products. In the example 1011 X 1101, N = 4 and the partial
products are 1011, 0000, 1011, 1011 which when diagonally
regrouped yield the new binary words 0001000, 1100011,
0011100 and 0001000. Note that dark spaces correspond to
"0"s (in the figure thèse are blank). For each new word,
viewed diagonally, the upper row of bits needs to be introduced in between the lower row of bits (blank spaces correspond to "0"s).

This opération can be done using optical

fibers (or alternately by using small cylindrical lenses)
and is more easily achieved optically than spatially shifting entire partial products.
The N new binary words are now added in pairs. Thèse
N/2 additions can be done in parallel. The N/2 sums are
again added in parallel (N/4 additions) and the process
repeated until the final product is obtained. Multiplying
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two N-bit numbers will thus require log N stages of
addition.

2.1 Optical Carry Look-ahead
Addition
The speed at which binary numbers can be added is limited by the time taken for the carry to propagate serially
from the least significant bit to the most significant bit.
To compensate, faster digital electronic adders make use of
the carry look-ahead principle. But digital electronic carry
look-ahead adders require gâtes with a large number of inputs. This results in unwieldy hardware as the word length
increases.
Optical processors based on residue arithmetic were
proposed to overcome the problem of propagation of the carry. Residue arithmetic forms the basis of the proposed "Tse
Computers" {24}, in which arithmetic opérations like addition, subtraction and multiplication would be done without
carries. But residue arithmetic processors suffer from several disadvantages as mentioned earlier. The most significant of thèse disadvantages is the time delay involved in
decoding the final resuit from a residue représentation to a
binary or décimal représentation. In practice this increased
decoding time negates most of the time otherwise saved in
avoiding carries.

21
An optical adder which can generate ail the carries
simultaneously (or one in which carry propagation is at the
speed of light) would speed up addition to the fullest extent possible. Fatehi et al.

{21} hâve described n-bit ad-

ders constructed using the Hughes LCLV, but thèse are of the
ripple carry type. They also alluded to the possibility of
designing carry look-ahead adders using a larger number of
LCLVs. A prototype of an electrooptical adder in which carry
propagation is handled by light signais was suggested by Arazi {25}, but a practical implementation was not presented.
An optical carry look-ahead adder in which the carry
propagation occurs at the speed of light has been designed
in this research. The System (see Fig. 2.2) takes the binary
input with bits encoded as optical signais in bright-true
logic. Thèse are replicated and sent to three subsystems
which will be referred to as the "2" System, the "0" system
and the "1" System. In the figure beam splitters are used
for this purpose. If the split beams are of equal intensity
then we find that the input to the "2" System will be twice
as intense as the other two inputs. A neutral density filter
which cuts the intensity by 50% (ND 0.3) may be used in
front of the "2" system to compensate

for this fact. It may

be noted that absolute values of intensities are not of
critical concern—thèse may change from one part of the
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System to another—as long as a "2" is twice as intense as a
"1", a "0" is the lowest intensity and the thresholds are
appropriate. The input beams to the subsystems, being binary, consist of only "0"s and "l"s. Each subsystem gets two
sets of beams—one from each of the two numbers being added.
Thèse are "summed" by using a cylindrical lens before each
subsystem to yield a mixed binary sum comprising "0"s, "l"s
and "2"s, and imaged onto the "WRITE" side of the LCLV in
each subsystem.

2.4.1 The Subsystems
By design the "2" system gives an output of "1" for an
input of "2", the "1" system gives an output of "1" for an
input of "1" and the "0" system gives an output of "1" for
an input of "0". In other words thèse subsystems perform the
logical AND, XOR and NOR opérations respectively.

They can

each be constructed using a properly biased LCLV with appropriate orientations of the Polarizer (P) and the Analyzer
(A).
For the "2" system the analyzer is crossed (at 90 degrees) with respect to the polarizer. The threshold
intensity on the "WRITE" side of the LCLV is adjusted
between the intensities corresponding to "1" and "2" so that
there is a rotation in the plane of polarization of the
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"READ" beam only when the input is "2". Only then the "READ"
beam will pass through the crossed analyzer and produce an
output of "1". The threshold intensity at which the LCLV rotâtes the plane of polarization of the "READ" beam dépends
on the bias voltage. Since this remains the same for a particular bias a neutral density filter may be introduced in
front of the LCLV région for the "2" system to make the required threshold lie between "1" and "2", the same in intensity as the threshold of the LCLV.
For the "0" system the analyzer is parallel to the polarizer. The threshold is between "0" and "1" so that for
both "1" and "2" the LCLV rotâtes the plane of polarization
of the "READ" beam which is then blocked by the parallel analyzer thus producing an output "0". For an input "0" there
is no rotation and the "READ" beam passes through to produce
an output "1".
For the "1" System the analyzer is oriented at approximately 45 degrees with respect to the polarizer to obtain
the desired nonlinear characteristic shown in Fig. 2.3. The
threshold is adjusted at "1". For an input of "0" there is
no rotation in the plane of polarization and since the
analyzer is at 45 degrees the "READ" beam is passed at half
intensity. For an input of "2" there is 90 degrees rotation
in the plane of polarization so that it is again at 45
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degrees with respect to the analyzer and the "READ" beam is
passed at half intensity. An input "1" corresponds to an intensity that lies in the threshold région. Hère the plane of
polarization is being rotated and the angle of rotation will
be around 45 degrees so that the "READ" beam is passed at
almost full intensity producing an output "1". It may be
noted that although the "0" state is no longer at the old
lowest intensity this can be taken care of in the subséquent
stage by proper adjustment of the threshold. (The idéal "1"
System characteristic can be better realized by using an
LCLV constructed with more than 45 degrees twist. It can
also be done by introducing the "READ" beam at 45 degrees to
the prealignment direction and having a crossed analyzer.)

2.4.2 The Algorithm
The "2" System and the "0" system outputs may now be
used to generate ail the carries simultaneously. It is noted
that when two binary numbers are added, a carry will originate at a position corresponding to the addition of two "l"s
(that is where the mixed binary sum has the value "2") and
this carry will propagate to the left until it is terminated
at a higher significant bit position corresponding to the
addition of two "0"s (that is where the mixed binary sum has
the value "0"). In summary the following algorithm can
generate ail the required carries:
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1.

Search for the first "2" from the LSB.

2.

Search for the first "0" after this "2".

3.

Introduce carry bits between the "2" and the "0", excluding the position of the "2" but including the position of the "0".

4.

Search for the next "2" and go to step (2) if the MSB
is not reached.

5.

Continue until the MSB is reached.

The carries are now summed with the "1" system output
and the "1" system output of this mixed binary sum is taken
to yield the desired binary sum (see Fig. 2.4). It may be
recalled that a full addition is nothing but an XOR opération of the two bits followed by another XOR opération with
the carry bit.

2.4.3 The Carry Generator
This algorithm may be implemented using an LCLV, a semi
transparent mirror (STM) and a polarizer-analyzer (PA) as
shown in Fig. 2.5.

The semi transparent mirror used in the

proof-of-principle experiment to be described later has a
reflectivity of 90 percent at the wavelength employed and
will be referred to as a partial reflector in the
description that follows.

The "0" system output is imaged

on to the "WRITE" side of the LCLV.

The "2" system output
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(polarized in the plane of the paper) passes through the
partial reflector and the polarizer-analyzer (oriented parallel to the plane of the paper) onto the "READ" side of the
LCLV at an angle. Each bit of the "2" system output is imaged onto the LCLV at a position opposite to that of the
corresponding bit of the "0" system output. The angle and
the spacing of the bits are so adjusted that after multiple
reflections between the LCLV and the partial reflector, the
beam representing a particular bit arrives at the position
representing the next bit and continues to do so until its
plane of polarization gets rotated by 90 degrees because it
has encountered a "1" at the "0" system output. At this
point the beam will be blocked by the polarizer-analyzer.
Light transmitted through the partial reflector at positions
between those of the "2" system output may be coupled into
optical fibers and yields the carries generated (see Fig.
2.5).
To illustrate, considèr the LSB of the mixed binary sum
in Fig. 2.4 . Since this is a "2", the "2" system output
will be a "1". This "1" is introduced into the carry generator as a beam of light. It undergoes reflections between the
surface of the LCLV and the partial reflector (STM) until it
encounters a "1" in the "0" system output.

This is the

third bit to the left of the LSB. Its plane of polarization
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is then rotated by 90 degrees and the beam is blocked by the
polarizer-analyzer (PA). Tapping the light at intermediate
points from the partial reflector we obtain the séquence
0111 which are the carries generated in thèse 4 bits (the
LSB always has carry = 0 ) .
Thus the carry generator described can be used to
produce ail the carries required in parallel, with the time
required equal to one

response time of the LCLV for this

step. The "0"s correspond to the dark state but the "l"s
differ in intensity because of successive reflections at the
partial reflector. Hence the output is taken to another LCLV
which acts as a level restorer.

2.4.4 The Level Restorer
The level restorer performs a single thresholding opération so that ail the carry "1" bits of differing intensity
now become uniform in intensity corresponding to the intensity of "1" as defined elsewhere in the system. The threshold intensity should be above that of the "0"s and below
that of the lowest intensity carry "1". The intensity of the
"2" System output entering the carry generator is kept at
such a high value that in the worst case (2N-2 reflections
at the partial reflector) the intensity of the transmitted
beam at the MSB is still above the threshold required by the
level restorer.
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To illustrate the system's function, let
I

in

:= the intensity of the LSB input beam entering the

carry generator from the "2" system output.
I := the worst case output intensity at the MSB of the
W
carry generator for N-bit addition (i.e., after 2N-2 reflections at the partial reflector).
r

:= the reflectivity of the partial reflector at the

wavelength employed.
It follows then, that under idéal conditions (no losses due
to scattering, absorption, unwanted reflections, etc.)
2N-2 ,-

.2 T

The maximum intensity of generated carry is given by
Imax = (l-r)2 I.
in
The minimum intensity of generated carry is given by
^min ^ "^W
This corresponds to a dynamic range, R, at the level restorer given by
1 / 2N-2

R = Imax/^min =

^/^

To illustrate, for 8 bit numbers (N=8) and for r = 0.9 we
obtain the corresponding dynamic range
R = 4.4
In actual practice the range of intensities on the
"WRITE" side of the level restoring LCLV will be more than
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4.4 for 90% reflectivity of the partial reflector. It may be
noted however that one does not need to distinguish between
thèse many levels since one is only performing a single
thresholding opération. Therefore maintaining high noise immunity (as much as 1/2 peak-to-peak) is not a problem.
As indicated in Fig. 2.2 the carries generated are next
"summed" with the "1" system output to yield a mixed binary
sum, and this mixed binary sum is again passed through a "1"
System to yield the sum of the two original binary numbers
(see Fig. 2.4) .

2^.^ Speed of Opération
To illustrate the speed of opération of the system described above, we first let T = the basic response time of
the LCLV. Then it follows that
1.

the time for formation of partial products = T.

2.

the time for one addition = 4T.

3.

the time for log N stages of addition = 4T (log N ) .
^

4.

2

the time for performing a multiplication =
T -»• 4T X (log N) .
2

To multiply two 8 bit numbers would ideally require 16
X 16 = 256 image éléments. If we use an array of 500 X 500
image éléments on the LCLV, there could, in principle, be
about 900 multipliers operating in parallel.
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Since the response time of the LCLV, T, is approximately 20 msecs, the time for multiplication of two 8 bit numbers would be
T + 4T (log^S) = 20 + 240 = 260 msecs.
Averaging over 900 multiplications performed in parallel
yields 290 microseconds per multiplication which is an acceptable speed but does not yet compete with présent day
electronic digital devices. Faster spatial light modulators
are, however, being investigated {26} and they may make this
particular scheme considerably more attractive in the future. For example, if the basic response time of the LCLV
were to be 20 microseconds (which is still three orders of
magnitude slower than the nanoseconds switching speed of digital electronic gâtes) this system would be capable of performing approximately 4 million 8-bit multiplications in a
second. Thus the architecture of the system fully compléments the parallelism of optics and has great potential of
achieving high throughput although it is limited by the slow
response of the LCLV at présent.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Due to the availability of only one LCLV the system
could only be tested in parts. The subsystems were implemented in earlier work {23} .

As part of this research

proof-of-principle experiments were performed to (a) form
the array of ail partial products and (b) generate the carries simultaneously. The results of thèse experiments are
presented. A brief description of the LCLV is provided in
the next section.

2.1. The Liquid Crystal Light Valve
Liquid crystals are substances whose behavior is similar to that of fluids but whose optical behavior is similar
to that of the crystalline state over a certain température
range. Schiff bases, Phenyl Benzoate esters and azoxy based
materials are examples of liquid crystals. They can broadly
be classified into three mesophases—cholesteric, nematic
and smectic. The sharp changes in color of cholesteric liquid crystals with small changes in température hâve resulted
in unique température sensing applications. Dynamic
scattering in nematic liquid crystals due to the création of
scattering centers upon application of a DC or low frequency
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AC signal resulted in a whole new electronic display
technology. Other properties of liquid crystals hâve also
been investigated and put to use. The biréfringent property
of nematic liquid crystals and their characteristic of becoming aligned in an orderly fashion with applied electric
fields is made use of in the construction of the liquid
crystal light valve.
The liquid crystal light valve is basically an opticalto-optical image transducer that is capable of accepting a
low intensity visible light image and converting it, in real
time, into an output image with light from another source.
The gênerai configuration of the device is shown in
Fig. 3.1.

It consists of a number of thin film layers sand-

wiched between two glass substrates. The Cadmium Sulphide
photoconductor film and the liquid crystal layer are separated by a light blocking layer and a dielectric mirror. The
CdS photosensor film acts as an imaging light controlled
voltage modulator for the liquid crystal layer. The CdS photosensor and the light blocking layer (CdTe) combine to form
a rectifying heterojunction. The broad spectral band dielectric mirror serves to reflect the modulated read-out light.
The light blocking layer prevents residual read-out light
from reaching the photosensor. A low voltage (5 to 10 V rms)
audio frequency power supply is connected to the two outer,
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thin film Indium-tin-oxide transparent électrodes. The ac
opération ensures long operating life for the device.
The liquid crystal light valve is operated in a hybrid
field effect mode. It utilizes the twisted nematic effect to
create a dark off-state (voltage off the liquid crystal) and
optical biréfringence to create the bright on-state. The
liquid crystal modulâtes the phase of the cohérent read-out
light. By employing an additional polarization analyzer an
intensity modulation is created.
To implement the hybrid electrooptic effect the liquid
crystal layer is fabricated in a twisted alignment configuration; the liquid crystal molécules at the électrodes are
aligned with their long axes parallel to the électrode surfaces. In addition they are aligned parallel to each other
along a preferred direction that is fabricated into the device. The twisted alignment is obtained by orienting the two
électrodes so that the direction of the liquid crystal
alignment on the two électrode surfaces makes an acute (or
right) angle with respect to each other. As a resuit for the
spécial case of 45 degrees twist (see Fig. 3.2) the molécules in the bulk of the liquid crystal layer rotate
through this angle in traversing the space between the
électrodes. This twisted alignment configuration, combined
with the intrinsic optical biréfringence of the liquid
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ELECTHXE SURFACES

Figure 3.2

Schematic of 45** Twisted Nematic Liquid
Crystal Alignment.
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crystals, causes the polarization direction of the linearly
polarized incident light to rotate exactly through this
twist angle. This is the so-called twisted nematic effect.
In conventional twisted nematic devices the twist angle is
90 degrees but in the LCLV the twist angle is 45 degrees.
The opération of the hybrid field effect mode is illustrated with the help of Fig. 3.3.. As shown in Fig. 3.3(a)
we place a crossed polarizer/analyzer pair between the light
valve and the read-out light source. The polarizer is placed
in the incident beam parallel to the first électrode prealignment and the analyzer is placed in the reflected beam.
this provides a dark off-state because after its first pass
through the liquid crystal layer the direction of polarization of the linearly polarized incident light beam is rotated through 45 degrees. But upon reflection from the dielectric mirror, the beam passes a second time through the
liquid crystal material, and its polarization is rotated
back to the direction of polarization of the incident light,
where it is blocked by the crossed analyzer. Thus the offstate of the device is determined entirely by the twisted
nematic effect.
When a voltage is applied to the liquid crystal, the
molécules begin to tilt toward the homeotropic alignment
(see Fig. 3.3{b}). In this orientation of the molécules.
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Light Valve: (a) the Off-state; (b) the
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between parallel and perpendicular, the optical
biréfringence of the molécules can affect the polarization
of the light. The effect of the voltage is to destroy the
twist spiral.

In the idéal case, with the voltage on, half

the molécules in the layer adopt the preferred alignment direction associated with one électrode and the other half
adopt the alignment direction associated with the other
électrode. There is a realizable voltage régime in which the
practical twist angle distribution is close to the idéal
distribution.

The "tilt" angle is small near the électrodes

but close to 90 degrees at the center. As the tilt angle
grows it weakens the transmittance of the twist by intermolecular alignment forces causing the above mentioned twist
angle distribution. Moreover in this near idéal state the
average "tilt" angle is much less than 90 degrees and the
device takes advantage of the biréfringence of this state.
Since the polarization directions of the two électrodes
are oriented at an angle of 45 degrees the polarization of
the impinging light will make an angle of 45 degrees with
respect to the extraordinary axis of the liquid crystal layer throughout the second half of the layer. The émergent
reflected beam now has its plane of polarization rotated by
90 degrees and is passed through by the crossed analyzer.
detailed description of the opération of the LCLV can be
found in références 27 and 28.

A
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2.^ The Expérimental Setup Used to
Form the Partial Products
Incohérent light from a Tungsten Halogen arc lamp was
used to image both the multiplier (1101) and the multiplicand (1011) in bar shaped patterns onto the "WRITE" and
"READ" sides of a Hughes Model H-4060 LCLV biased at 8.1
volts rms, 5 KHz. The polarizer is oriented such that the
polarization of the incident "READ" beam is parallel to the
first électrode prealignment of the liquid crystals. The analyzer is crossed (oriented at 90 degrees) with respect to
the polarizer. The beam emerging from the analyzer gives the
array of partial products. Fig. 3.4 présents the results of
this experiment. Polaroid type 55

film was used to record

the results.

2-2 The Expérimental Setup for
Générâting the Carries
To generate the carries, incohérent light was used for
the "0" System output on the "WRITE" side of the LCLV and
cohérent light (6328*A from a He-Ne laser) was used for the
"2" System output entering the "READ" side. A beam was introduced and made to undergo three reflections between the
partial reflector and the surface of the LCLV (see Fig. 3.5
for a photograph of the expérimental setup). The partial
reflector employed had 90 percent reflectivity at 6328°A.
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The polarizer-analyzer located between the partial reflector
and the LCLV was kept tilted to avoid reflections from it
from interfering with the output. The LCLV was biased at 6.4
volts rms at a frequency of 1 KHz.
Fig. 3.6 présents the results of this experiment recorded on Polaroid type 52

film. Three cases were consid-

ered. In case (a) the "1" of the "0" system output occurs at
the very next higher significant bit after the "2", that is,
the mixed binary sum corresponds to — 0 2 .

From the algor-

ithm described earlier a carry bit should be generated at
the position of the next higher significant bit after the
"2".

This can be seen from Fig. 3.6(a). In case (b) the

mixed binary sum is -012. So from the algorithm carry bits
should be generated at the two higher significant bits after
the "2". And in case (c) similarly carry bits should be generated at three higher significant bit positions to the left
of the "2". Thèse hâve been experimentally confirmed in Figures 3.6(b) and 3.6(c).
The results of this experiment were also recorded using
a CCD array (Fairchild FCCD 143A) and thèse are presented in
Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9. Thèse results give more
information on the relative intensities of the carries
generated. In the laboratory set-up it was not possible to
place the partial reflector very close to the LCLV and
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Figure 3.7

The Carry Generated in Case (a) Detected
by a CCD Array.
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Figure 3.8

The Carries Generated in Case (b) Detected
by a CCD Array.

50

Figure 3.9

The Carries Generated in Case (c) Detected
by a CCD Array.
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obtain more than three reflections. The third beam in the
CCD output is of low intensity because it is coming from the
peripheral région of the surface of the LCLV. The setup also
suffered from losses due to unwanted reflections (especially
from the polarizer-analyzer) and to a lesser extent from
scattering and absorption. Thèse can be minimized in a better setup by using a thin polarizer-analyzer and bringing
the partial reflector close to the "READ" side. The use of
optical fibers to introduce the beams at an angle and to
"tap" the carries generated would reduce the interférence
from any unwanted reflections that cannot be eliminated.

CHAPTER IV
POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS OF THE SYSTEM

i-i Incorporating the Sign
The sign of the binary numbers would be available as a
bit if the numbers are in sign-magnitude form. An Exclusive
NOR opération performed on the two sign bits gives the sign
bit for the product. For example, if "1" stands for a positive (+) sign and "0" stands for a négative (-) sign we
hâve
+ X + = -»-

1 XNOR 1 = 1

+ X - = -

1 XNOR 0 = 0

- X -• = -

0 XNOR 1 = 0

- X - = +

0 XNOR 0 = 1

In a multiprocessing sy-stem the optical multiplier may
be part of an optical coprocessor performing, say, matrix
multiplications. The results would probably go back to an
electronic processor. In that case it may be advantageous
to keep track of the sign electronically.

Otherwise the

sign bits may be summed to yield a mixed binary digit (that
is a "0", "1" or "2"). This may be passed through a "1"
System (XOR opération) and then it may be inverted by
passing it through a "0" system to yield the sign of the
product.
52
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£.^ Optical Binary Subtraction
The optical carry look-ahead adder described in Section 2.4
can be modified to perform binary subtraction. Assume that a
binary number Y is to be subtracted from a binary number X.
We note that the borrow from a next" higher significant bit
position will originate at a position where the opération
(0-1) is taking place and it will propagate to a position
where the opération (1-0) is taking place is encountered.
Thèse correspond to 2s and Os in the mixed binary sum of
(NOT X) and Y. The required complément opération (NOT) can
be obtained using a "0" system. The carry generator now acts
as a borrow generator.

The borrows generated are passed

through a "0" system to complément the bits and this is
summed with the "1" system output of (NOT X) summed with Y.
The résultant mixed binary sum is passed through another "1"
System to yield the resuit of the subtraction. A block diagram of the System is shown in Fig. 4.1.

i«l Matrix-Vector Multiplication
Any System which performs multiplications in parallel
will incorporate a system which performs additions in
parallel. The two Systems in combination may be used to
perform matrix-vector multiplication.

Each LCLV in the

System for binary multiplication may be space-shared to form
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an array of multipliers as described in Section 2.5. For
multiplying an NXN matrix with an NXl vector we need to perform N square multiplications. Thèse could be performed in
the N square multipliers obtained by space-sharing. The vector needs to be replicated N times (see Fig. 4.2). The products in each row could then be added using the optical carry
look-ahead adders described to yield the éléments of the résultant vector.
To illustrate the speed of opération of the matrix-vector multiplier let us considèr the multiplication of a 32 X
32 matrix with a 32 X 1 vector. Since ail multiplications
are done in parallel the time for multiplication of is 260
msecs (taking the switching time of the LCLV to be 20
msecs). The time required for log 32 (i.e., 5) stages of addition would be 4 x 20 x 5 = 400 msecs. The total time required then is 660 msecs. It may be noted again that a
switching time of 20 microseconds for the LCLV (which is
still much slower than the nanosecond speed of commercially
available digital electronic gâtes) would resuit in a time
of 660 microseconds for the above matrix-vector multiplication. This would be faster than is possible with présent
digital electronic processors.
It is also possible to store the intermediate results
in memory and use the same optical carry look-ahead adders
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for each stage of addition. This will resuit in a trade-off
of time for decreased hardware and will also necessitate
synchronization of the opérations by means of a clock.
To construct such a System for matrix-vector multiplication we require a large number of LCLVs. Assuming 32 X32
multiplications can be done over the surface of the LCLV, we
need 37 LCLVs (7 for the multiplier and 30 for 5 stages of
addition). Therefore such a system would be economical only
when the spatial light modulator used can be mass produced.
It should be noted that it is not essential to use the liquid crystal light valve in the system. In fact, any spatial
light modulator which is an optical-to-optical image convertor based on rotation of the plane of polarization of the
output beam may be used.

The subsystems "0", "1", and "2"

as well as the required AND opération could be done using an
array of optically bistable devices also and this may be
faster. The carry generator is,

however,

based on the po-

larization rotation property and specifically requires such
a spatial light modulator. A fast optical switching device
of this type will make the system really attractive in terms
of speed.
If an economical and fast system for optical
matrix-vector multiplication becomes feasible in the future
as a resuit of advances in optical switching devices, such a
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System can be combined with some external memory (optical or
electronic) plus optical-to-electronic and electronic-to-optical signal convertors to form an optical processor dedicated to matrix algebraic opérations. This could then become
part of a multiprocessor system.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
This research has resulted in the design of a system
for optical binary multiplication which utilizes the natural
parallelism available with optical Systems. The validity of
the technique has been experimentallly confirmed by proofof-principle experiments. The single most unique feature of
this particular system is the génération of ail carries in
parallel. Carry propagation occurs at the speed of light and
the carries are generated in essentially one device switching time.
The advantages of the system are:
1.

It opérâtes in real time.

2.

It forms ail the partial products in parallel.

3.

It avoids the need for the "shift" opération by optical regrouping of the bit products.

4.

It overcomes the problem of propagation of the carries.

5.

It uses no feedback and can hence be asynchronously
operated.

6.

It restricts the intensity levels to three (except at
the carry generator) and thus maintains high noise
immunity and accuracy.
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7.

It does not impose high dynamic range requirements on
the spatial light modulator device used.

8.

It is capable of being extended to a system for matrix-vector multiplication.

The major limitation of the proposed system is the relatively slow response of the Hughes LCLV. The response time
of the Hughes LCLV is about 20 msecs. Only the availability
of a fast spatial light modulator with a response time at
least in the tens of microseconds range, if not less, will
make this particular technique attractive in terms of speed.
The second limitation is the présent cost of the Hughes
LCLV, which is approximately $ 25,000 per unit.

Some of the

other problems that need to be overcome include (1) avoiding
losses at the carry generator

and (2) coupling the beams

onto optical fibers while maintaining the alignment on the
"READ" and "WRITE" sides. The use of optical fiber arrays
will reduce interférence especially from unwanted reflections but if fibers are used in the carry generator thèse
will hâve to be polarization-preserving fibers.
Future research in this area could be directed at the
use of other spatial light modulators in this architecture
to implement the subsystems. Différent ways of implementing
the "1" System to perform the XOR function could

be

investigated. Architectures using optically bistable devices
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to perform arithmetic opérations in parallel may overcome
the constraint imposed on the system at présent by the slow
response of the spatial light modulator. A related problem
worth looking into is a means of arranging bistable devices
in a two dimensional array for use as a spatial light modulator.
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